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1. Introduction

An active discussion has been going around the common

metrics issue. The problem is to find proper weightings or

indices with which to compare the climate impact of different

greenhouse gases and radiatively active aerosols, each having

different lifetimes and radiative efficiencies in the atmo-

sphere. The use of climate metrics allows the aggregation of

different forcers’ emissions into a single quantity, and also

determines how much each forcer’s emissions should be

reduced if an efficient climate policy would be pursued.

Traditionally the comparison is against the climate impact of

CO2, with varying definitions on what the actual impact

measure is. Given the long lifetime of CO2 in the atmosphere,

the choice of metric is most salient for short-lived species,

such as black carbon, aerosols and particularly – given its

share on global radiative forcing – CH4.

Climate metrics have drawn considerable interest also in

the climate policy arena (UNFCCC, 2012), as it e.g. affects

countries’ emission inventories and determines the role of

short lived climate forcers in global climate policy. Currently,

the Global Warming Potential with a 100 year timeframe

(GWP100) has been embedded into multiple policy frameworks,

e.g. the Kyoto protocol. The GWP measures the integrated

radiative forcing of a gas over a selected timeframe to that of

CO2. Another perspective for calculating the metrics that has

gained particular attention is the Global Temperature change

Potential (GTP), which compares the temperature changes

after a given period after the emission, again e.g. after 100

years (Shine et al., 2005). A variant of this, here referred as

dynamic GTP, uses a decreasing time-frame that targets

warming in a given year – e.g. a year when a selected

temperature limit is assumed to be reached – instead of a fixed

horizon after the time of emission (Shine et al., 2007). Other

proposed physical metrics include Integrated GTP (Peters
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A wide array of alternatives has been proposed as the common metrics with which to

compare the climate impacts of different emission types. Different physical and economic

metrics and their parameterizations give diverse weights between e.g. CH4 and CO2, and

fixing the metric from one perspective makes it sub-optimal from another. As the aims of

global climate policy involve some degree of ambiguity, it is not possible to determine a

metric that would be optimal and consistent with all policy aims. This paper evaluates the

cost implications of using predetermined metrics in cost-efficient mitigation scenarios.

Three formulations of the 2 8C target, including both deterministic and stochastic

approaches, shared a wide range of metric values for CH4 with which the mitigation costs

are only slightly above the cost-optimal levels. Therefore, although ambiguity in current

policy might prevent us from selecting an optimal metric, it can be possible to select robust

metric values that perform well with multiple policy targets.
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costs, while the benefits of mitigation are implicitly repre-

sented by a physical target, for example a limit on temperature

increase or the rate of its increase. The valuation of emissions

is then based on the marginal increase in costs of attaining the

selected target, and is called the Global Cost Potential (GCP)

(Manne and Richels, 2001).

Both approaches aim at an economically efficient solution,

but give very different weights for valuing short- and long-lived

gases. This section reviews both metrics; analyses the effect of

necessary assumptions on the metrics values; and concludes

with a comparison of some physical and economic metrics.

2.1. Global Damage Potential

An emission pulse has a time-varying impact on global mean

temperature. Let us assume that the instantaneous damage to

society relates to the temperature increase at that time with

some increasing function. Then, given a background projec-

tion for temperature, a damage response may be calculated for

a single emission impulse from the derivative of the damage

function. Discounting the marginal damage response to its

present value gives the social cost of that emission impulse. As

a formula, for gas i, this is

NPVi ¼
Z 1

0
e�rt @DðTðtÞÞ

@TðtÞ
@TðtÞ
@eið0Þ

dt (1)

where r is the discount rate, t is time, D the damage function, T

the increase in global mean temperature, and ei(0) the emis-

sion of gas i at time zero. Finally, the ratio of social costs of two

gases from (1) is the Global Damage Potential (Kandlikar, 1995,

1996), the appropriate climate metric from the cost–benefit

perspective. A detailed analysis of GDP has been provided

recently by Boucher (2012).

The actual level of damage function does not play a role in

calculating the GDP – only the shape of the function. In the

social cost ratio between two gases, any scaling factors

between temperature and monetary damages cancel. After

all, the GDP compares two relatively similar marginal damage

responses to each other. Hence the GDP is determined mainly

by the interplay of discounting and temperature response

length of the gases, but also by the height of the temperature

response and the functional form of the damage function.

For calculating the GDP, a background temperature

projection that stabilizes to 2 8C by 2100 is assumed. The

temperature responses following a pulse emission are

calculated with the climate module of the TIMES Integrated

Assessment Model (TIAM). This model is chosen to ensure

consistency with the cost-efficiency calculations presented

later in Sections 2.2 and 3. The module is based on the DICE

model (Nordhaus, 2008), and is described briefly in Appendix A

and in more detail by Loulou and Labriet (2008).

Using these assumptions, Fig. 1 presents estimates on GDP

for CH4 with discount rates ranging between 0.5% and 7.5%;

and linear, quadratic and cubic damage functions. The

damage is computed using a limited 1000 year horizon for

the temperature response and damage, and for emission

pulses arising from year 2000 to 2100.2 The GDP for CH4 is

relatively small with discount rates close to zero, but rises

steeply with higher discount rates, owing to the short lifetime

of CH4 relative to CO2. The importance of the damage

function’s form decreases as the year 2100 approaches, as

the temperature was assumed to stay constant at 2 8C after

that, and as the temperature dependence of marginal

damages then becomes equal with all damage parameteriza-

tions. Based on these results, the proper climate metric for CH4
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Fig. 1 – Estimates for Global Damage Potential for CH4 with linear, quadratic and cubic damage functions; and four discount

rates between 0.5% and 7.5%. Background temperature affects the Global Damage Potential with non-linear damages, hence

the right side presents the GDP values for emissions arising at different years in a 2 8C scenario, while the left side presents

detail for emissions arising in year 2000.

2 Note that with long time horizons and very low discount rates,
the GDP metric depends highly on how a CO2 impulse is assumed
to remain in the atmosphere over future centuries. As an extreme
example, using the CO2 response function from Forster et al.
(2007), an infinite time horizon and a zero discount rate, the social
damage from a CO2 emission impulse would be infinite, because
the impulse is assumed to never be fully removed from the atmo-
sphere. Hence, the GDP of other gases would be zero in this case.
This effect is not as dramatic when using a 0.5% discount rate and
the CO2 impulse response of the TIAM climate module, and the
present value of damages occurring after 1000 years – the time
horizon for the numerical computations presented here – is neg-
ligible.
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et al., 2011), Forcing Equivalence Index (Wigley, 1998), and

Temperature Proxy Index (Tanaka et al., 2009). Each metric has

its own rationale of equating differing measures of climate

impact between the gases. Therefore it is not possible to

decide on the basis of science alone which metric should be

used in climate policy.

Since climate change is not only physical, but also an

economic problem, metrics based on economic reasoning

have also been proposed. From an economic perspective, the

metric reflects the valuation of a gas with regard to a selected

economic problem setting. In reality this would be manifested

as the market price for the gas; its optimal tax level or the price

of emission allowance. Two separate approaches – based on

how the mitigation problem is formulated – have emerged: the

Global Damage Potential (Kandlikar, 1995) and Global Cost

Potential (Manne and Richels, 2001).1 Relationships between

physical and economic metrics have been discussed by Tol

et al. (2012).

The diversity of proposed metrics underlines a shortcom-

ing inherent with the metrics concept. Regardless of how it is

formulated, a single ratio cannot equate all the complex and

dynamic consequences that different emission types induce.

If the metric is set from one perspective, the climate impact is

equal from that perspective only, but not with regard to some

other measure of climate impact. A metric cannot therefore

entirely equate all climatic impacts (Wigley, 1998; Smith and

Wigley, 2000), and perhaps should not be used for that

purpose. A single number or ratio is, however, necessary for

multi-gas climate policy. The metric represents relative

valuation of different gases, i.e. the optimal price ratio, which

is a single number at any point of time.

The debate on metrics has mostly focused on the question

whether the GWP100 is appropriate, occasionally also asking

how the merits of a metric should be determined. No answer

has emerged to the latter question, because this depends on

political and value judgements and cannot be answered purely

on scientific basis. Although it seems clear that the metric

should reflect the aims of the policy it is meant to serve (Shine,

2009), the aims of global climate policy are not very accurately

defined. From a scientific point of view, there is disagreement

whether mitigation should be analysed as a cost–benefit

question, or as a cost-effectiveness question with an external

climatic target, for example the 2 8C target (see e.g. Ackerman

et al., 2009; Yohe, 2009), and whether the externally set targets

should include e.g. rate-of-change limits for temperature. This

disagreement creates ambiguity both in what would be an

optimal economic metric, and also in how the merits of

different metrics should be assessed.

Several papers have assessed the economic impacts of

using different metrics in climate change mitigation scenari-

os. Comparisons between GWP100 and a cost-efficient valua-

tion has been provided by O’Neill (2003) and Aaheim et al.

(2006) for a radiative forcing target, and by Johansson et al.

(2006) for a temperature increase limit of 2 8C above the pre-

industrial level. In these studies, GWP100 increased mitigation

costs from 2% to 4% relative to the cost-efficient valuation.

Reisinger et al. (2012) used GWP100, GTP100 and dynamic GTP in

scenarios with a radiative forcing target, and reported the

costs under GWP100 to be from 5% to 10% lower than with

GTP100, and from 4% to 7% higher than with dynamic GTP. The

costs from several metric values for CH4 have also been

reported by Smith et al. (2013) under several radiative forcing

targets.

The purpose of this paper is to extend this line of research

with the consideration of climatic uncertainties and ambiguity

over climate policy targets. The perspective is a cost-efficient

approach to limit global mean temperature increase below

2 8C from the preindustrial level. To demonstrate the effect of

ambiguity in climate policy, the paper uses three interpreta-

tions for the 2 8C target by including optional rate-of-change

limits for temperature and risk-hedging against uncertainty

over climate sensitivity. For each policy formulation, the paper

considers the increase in mitigation costs due to the use of a

predetermined metric, relative to the cost-efficient metric of

that policy formulation. This analysis is done for selected

physical metrics, as well as a wide range of arbitrary metric

values for CH4.

The paper focuses the metric between CH4 and CO2, since

the two gases have very differing atmospheric characteristics

and comprise a large part of current total radiative forcing.

Throughout the paper, only metrics for pulse emissions are

considered. From an economic or policy point of view, a metric

for step emissions is not relevant, because an economic agent

or political entity cannot commit to an infinitely long step

emission. Also, the physical aspects of the metrics, i.e. how

well the used concepts resemble the physical reality and what

physical uncertainties are involved, have been left out of the

scope.

The structure of the paper is as follows. The two economic

metrics are first reviewed in Section 2, which also provides

renewed and extended calculations compared to past litera-

ture. The section then concludes with a comparison between

the physical and economic metrics. Section 3 calculates the

cost of using selected physical metrics – as well as an arbitrary

metric values for CH4 – in three interpretations of cost-efficient

2 8C scenarios. Finally, the main conclusions of the analysis

are discussed.

2. A review of economics-based metrics

The economic problem of climate change mitigation can be

defined in two ways, and this also affects the economic

valuation of different greenhouse gases. In the cost–benefit

approach, the costs of mitigation and benefits from avoided

climatic damages are balanced so that the marginal costs and

benefits are equal. In this problem setting the relative values of

gases are then defined by the marginal damage values that the

emission pulses of different gases inflict. This metric is usually

called Global Damage Potential (GDP) (Kandlikar, 1995, 1996)

(see also Eckaus, 1992; Reilly and Richards, 1993).

Although cost–benefit analysis is theoretically well-

grounded, the difficulties in estimating climate damages has

led to the more simplified approach; that of pursuing a

predetermined climate target in a cost-efficient manner. The

cost-efficiency approach thus considers explicitly only the

1 Manne and Richels did not themselves use the term Global
Cost Potential, but their approach was coined only later with this
name.
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damage is computed using a limited 1000 year horizon for

the temperature response and damage, and for emission

pulses arising from year 2000 to 2100.2 The GDP for CH4 is

relatively small with discount rates close to zero, but rises

steeply with higher discount rates, owing to the short lifetime

of CH4 relative to CO2. The importance of the damage

function’s form decreases as the year 2100 approaches, as

the temperature was assumed to stay constant at 2 8C after

that, and as the temperature dependence of marginal

damages then becomes equal with all damage parameteriza-

tions. Based on these results, the proper climate metric for CH4
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Fig. 1 – Estimates for Global Damage Potential for CH4 with linear, quadratic and cubic damage functions; and four discount

rates between 0.5% and 7.5%. Background temperature affects the Global Damage Potential with non-linear damages, hence

the right side presents the GDP values for emissions arising at different years in a 2 8C scenario, while the left side presents

detail for emissions arising in year 2000.

2 Note that with long time horizons and very low discount rates,
the GDP metric depends highly on how a CO2 impulse is assumed
to remain in the atmosphere over future centuries. As an extreme
example, using the CO2 response function from Forster et al.
(2007), an infinite time horizon and a zero discount rate, the social
damage from a CO2 emission impulse would be infinite, because
the impulse is assumed to never be fully removed from the atmo-
sphere. Hence, the GDP of other gases would be zero in this case.
This effect is not as dramatic when using a 0.5% discount rate and
the CO2 impulse response of the TIAM climate module, and the
present value of damages occurring after 1000 years – the time
horizon for the numerical computations presented here – is neg-
ligible.
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constant GTPs correspond to that used in the current GWP,

and the average distance from 2020 to 2100, i.e. between the

years that mitigation action is assumed to start and the time

that the 2 8C target is assumed to become binding. Dynamic

GTP with the target year at 2100 is chosen because – though

being a purely physical metric – it resembles the GCP for a 2 8C

target (Shine et al., 2007; Johansson, 2012). The target year of

dynamic GTP is again set with the assumption that the

temperature constraint becomes binding in 2100. The varia-

tions of GTP are calculated with the climate module used

earlier for GDP and GCP.

Of the presented metrics, GTP100 indicates a considerably

lower valuation for CH4 than the other metrics. From an

economic perspective, GTP100 is in line only with GDP with

discount rates below 0.5%. GTP40 and GWP100 would corre-

spond roughly to GDPs with discount rates of 2% and 2.5%,

respectively, and be somewhat too low from the perspective of

GCP with the chosen rate constraint. GDP with a 5% discount

rate produces metric values that are primarily higher than

with other approaches. Dynamic GTP and the GCP with a

deterministic 2 8C limit are almost equal during the early half,

but diverge during the later half of the century. However, this

similarity is somewhat dependent on the discount rate used

for calculating the GCP. See Fig. 2 for the impact of discount

rate on GCP and (Johansson, 2012) for additional discussion.

Metric values that increase over time – with varying levels of

steepness – are supported mainly by dynamic GTP and GCP

without a rate constraint. GDP with non-linear damages also

exhibits such behaviour, but only to a modest extent.

Fig. 3 shows clearly how different approaches, policy

formulations and parameterizations lead to widely varying

metric values. Some approaches suggest relatively constant

values; others highly time-varying values. For a single gas, as

for CH4 here, any given metric value may be supported by

several approaches through the selection of suitable parame-

ter values, as the similarity between GWP100 and GTP40 also

indicates. Furthermore, selecting an optimal metric from one

perspective or for one policy formulation would make the

metric suboptimal from some other perspective.

3. The effect of metrics on cost-efficiency

As has been noted, the merits of a climate metric should be

measured with regard to the policy it is intended to serve.

Articles 2 and 3 of the United Nations Framework Convention

on Climate Change (UNFCCC) – which can be regarded as the

official formulation on the aims of global climate policy – state

that measures to prevent dangerous climatic interference

should be cost-efficient; precautionary action should be taken

despite the lack of full scientific certainty; and that the

timeframe of action should allow natural adaptation of

ecosystems. Later, the Copenhagen Accord stated the limiting

of global temperature increase below 2 8C as the explicit

climatic target. This could be interpreted as an aim of attaining

of the 2 8C target cost-efficiently, possibly including hedging

against scientific uncertainty and rate-of-change limits. With

this room for interpretation, there is still ambiguity in the

policy description.

The problem setting might also be turned another way.

How much worse an outcome would a given suboptimal

metric result in, when compared to the optimal one of each

explicit policy goal? If the benefits of finding the optimal

metrics are small, there might be reasons external to the

policy aims that would warrant the use of a suboptimal metric.

Based on the above interpretation of the UNFCCC articles, this

section investigates the cost implications of using predeter-

mined metrics in scenarios that aim at cost-efficient attain-

ment of the 2 8C target. Similar cost increase estimates have

already been done for GWP100 by O’Neill (2003), Aaheim et al.

(2006), Johansson et al. (2006) and also for GTP100 and dynamic

GTP by Reisinger et al. (2012), but mainly for radiative forcing

targets.

To complement these studies, this paper provides impact

estimates for different interpretations of the 2 8C target by

including also rate-of-change targets and hedging against

uncertainty. Comparing the economic impacts of the metrics

in widely different policy formulations gives a better under-

standing on the robustness of metrics. The selected metrics

include GWP100,
3 GTP40, GTP100 and dynamic GTP with 2100 as

the target year. This spectrum of metrics is yet too narrow. To

obtain more general results, the timeframes of metrics could

be varied. Instead of this, generality is pursued by calculating

the cost increase with any arbitrary metric value for CH4.

3.1. Physical metrics in cost-efficient scenarios

The model and the problem settings are the same as in the GCP

calculations of Section 2.2. A cost-optimizing model using

marginal abatement curves for CO2, CH4 and N2O is used to

calculate cost-efficient scenarios with three targets: deter-

ministic 2 8C scenarios with and without a rate-of-change

constraint; and a stochastic 2 8C scenario with risk hedging

against the uncertainty of climate sensitivity.

In addition to the cost-efficient solutions to each problem

setting, sub-optimal solutions with predetermined physical
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Fig. 3 – A comparison of different climate metrics for CH4.

3 Note that the GWP100 metric value is based on Forster et al.
(2007), and not on the climate module used in the cost-minimiza-
tion model. The climate module is based on linearized versions of
the radiative forcing formulas used in Forster et al. (2007), and a
different model for the atmospheric lifetime of CO2 (for details, see
Loulou and Labriet, 2008). The 100-year GWP of CH4, after account-
ing for indirect effects similarly to IPCC (2007), calculated with the
used climate module is 23, i.e. slightly lower than the value given
by Forster et al. (2007).
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would be between 40 and 50 if the common 5% discount rate

would be used, and the metric would remain relatively

constant throughout the century if the 2 8C target is pursued.

Lower discount rates would warrant lower metric values. The

GDP values are well in line with e.g. those reported by

Kandlikar (1996) and Boucher (2012).

2.2. Global Cost Potential

Due to the difficulty of applying cost–benefit analysis on climate

change, climate policy has rather been formulated as a cost-

efficient pursuit of selected climatic targets, such as the 2 8C

target. Although the GDP partially sidesteps the problems

involved in a full cost–benefit analysis, it might seem incoherent

to use a cost–benefit based metric in a cost-efficiency problem.

Hence, the metric might be also formulated based on the cost-

efficiency setting. This approach is the Global Cost Potential,

presented first by Manne and Richels (2001).

A cost-efficiency problem is based on a climatic target and an

estimate on costs for emission reduction that are needed to

attain the target. By minimizing the emission reduction costs,

the optimization gives also the marginal costs of emissions as a

result. The marginal costs reflect how much a marginal emission

impulse of a given gas would increase the cost of attaining the

future targets. Hence the marginal costs differ between gases,

and the GCP is the ratio between the marginal costs of two gases.

Estimating the GCP requires projections on future reduction

costs, for example with the MERGE model by Manne and Richels

(2001), and it is therefore somewhat more complicated than GDP.

An approximation relying only on the discount rate and the year

at which the temperature constrain becomes binding, has

however been provided by Johansson (2012).

The GCP is dependent on what kind of a climatic target is

selected. Manne and Richels (2001) presented GCP values of

CH4 and N2O for warming limits of 2 8C and 3 8C over the 2000

level, and also by including an additional rate-of-change limit

for temperature. Another important assumption is the

discount rate (Johansson, 2012). A characteristic feature of

the GCP is that the metric values vary over time. For a gas with

short lifetime, such as CH4, the value of the gas increases as

the temperature approaches the limit. On the other hand, the

rate-of-change limit – when binding – gives more weight to

temperature changes in the near future, and hence increases

the value of CH4 considerably during the early half of the

century.

The GCP estimates are calculated with a simple model that

minimizes the net present value of global mitigation costs

using a 5% discount rate and marginal abatement cost (MAC)

curves estimated from Integrated Assessment Model results

presented in past literature. A more detailed description of the

model is provided in Appendix A. In the case with the rate-of-

change, the limit was set to 0.125 8C/decade, effectively

creating a temperature constraint that increases linearly from

2020 and reaches 2 8C by 2100. This is a very ambitious limit,

and is chosen here to illustrate a policy with very ambitious

early mitigation action.

A temperature limit can also be formulated as a risk-hedging

problem. There is substantial uncertainty about climate

sensitivity, and thus we do not know how deep reductions

would be needed to stay below a selected temperature limit in

the future. To embody this, the cost-efficiency problem under

uncertainty can be solved by introducing sequential learning on

climate sensitivity and sequential decision making on optimal

emission reductions. This changes both the optimal reduction

profile and the price ratios of different gases, as has been shown

by Johansson et al. (2008). A description of the stochastic

approach is provided briefly in Appendix A.

Calculations on the GCP for CH4 in the deterministic and

risk hedging cases are presented in Fig. 2. The deterministic

settings is adapted from Manne and Richels (2001), and the

stochastic settings is refined from Johansson et al. (2008). The

effect of different discount rates is illustrated in the

deterministic 2 8C case by varying the rate between 3% and

7%. The GCP estimates in Fig. 2 confirm that the GCP is indeed

dependent on the climatic target that is to be acquired.

Without the rate-of-change limit the GCP increases through-

out the century, starting from rather low values and reaching

values over 50 by 2100. Using such metric would, however,

imply that no value is given to how fast the temperature

increases. By including the rate-of-change limit the metric

value is increased to vary between 20 and 40.

2.3. A comparison of physical and economical metrics

As the preceding sections presented, diverse values of

economic metrics of CH4 can be justified. Although both the

cost–benefit and the cost-efficiency formulations address

ultimately the same problem, they suggest very distinct

metric values. Combinations of possible parameter values

add to this variation.

As an illustrative comparison, Fig. 3 presents some

variations of GDP and GCP, correspondingly from Figs. 1 and

2, alongside with selected physical metrics. These include the

currently used GWP100 from Forster et al. (2007), GTP with 100

and 40 year timeframes, and dynamic GTP. The timeframes of
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scenario realizations in the stochastic setting, see
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constant GTPs correspond to that used in the current GWP,

and the average distance from 2020 to 2100, i.e. between the

years that mitigation action is assumed to start and the time

that the 2 8C target is assumed to become binding. Dynamic

GTP with the target year at 2100 is chosen because – though

being a purely physical metric – it resembles the GCP for a 2 8C

target (Shine et al., 2007; Johansson, 2012). The target year of

dynamic GTP is again set with the assumption that the

temperature constraint becomes binding in 2100. The varia-

tions of GTP are calculated with the climate module used

earlier for GDP and GCP.

Of the presented metrics, GTP100 indicates a considerably

lower valuation for CH4 than the other metrics. From an

economic perspective, GTP100 is in line only with GDP with

discount rates below 0.5%. GTP40 and GWP100 would corre-

spond roughly to GDPs with discount rates of 2% and 2.5%,

respectively, and be somewhat too low from the perspective of

GCP with the chosen rate constraint. GDP with a 5% discount

rate produces metric values that are primarily higher than

with other approaches. Dynamic GTP and the GCP with a

deterministic 2 8C limit are almost equal during the early half,

but diverge during the later half of the century. However, this

similarity is somewhat dependent on the discount rate used

for calculating the GCP. See Fig. 2 for the impact of discount

rate on GCP and (Johansson, 2012) for additional discussion.

Metric values that increase over time – with varying levels of

steepness – are supported mainly by dynamic GTP and GCP

without a rate constraint. GDP with non-linear damages also

exhibits such behaviour, but only to a modest extent.

Fig. 3 shows clearly how different approaches, policy

formulations and parameterizations lead to widely varying

metric values. Some approaches suggest relatively constant

values; others highly time-varying values. For a single gas, as

for CH4 here, any given metric value may be supported by

several approaches through the selection of suitable parame-

ter values, as the similarity between GWP100 and GTP40 also

indicates. Furthermore, selecting an optimal metric from one

perspective or for one policy formulation would make the

metric suboptimal from some other perspective.

3. The effect of metrics on cost-efficiency

As has been noted, the merits of a climate metric should be

measured with regard to the policy it is intended to serve.

Articles 2 and 3 of the United Nations Framework Convention

on Climate Change (UNFCCC) – which can be regarded as the

official formulation on the aims of global climate policy – state

that measures to prevent dangerous climatic interference

should be cost-efficient; precautionary action should be taken

despite the lack of full scientific certainty; and that the

timeframe of action should allow natural adaptation of

ecosystems. Later, the Copenhagen Accord stated the limiting

of global temperature increase below 2 8C as the explicit

climatic target. This could be interpreted as an aim of attaining

of the 2 8C target cost-efficiently, possibly including hedging

against scientific uncertainty and rate-of-change limits. With

this room for interpretation, there is still ambiguity in the

policy description.

The problem setting might also be turned another way.

How much worse an outcome would a given suboptimal

metric result in, when compared to the optimal one of each

explicit policy goal? If the benefits of finding the optimal

metrics are small, there might be reasons external to the

policy aims that would warrant the use of a suboptimal metric.

Based on the above interpretation of the UNFCCC articles, this

section investigates the cost implications of using predeter-

mined metrics in scenarios that aim at cost-efficient attain-

ment of the 2 8C target. Similar cost increase estimates have

already been done for GWP100 by O’Neill (2003), Aaheim et al.

(2006), Johansson et al. (2006) and also for GTP100 and dynamic

GTP by Reisinger et al. (2012), but mainly for radiative forcing

targets.

To complement these studies, this paper provides impact

estimates for different interpretations of the 2 8C target by

including also rate-of-change targets and hedging against

uncertainty. Comparing the economic impacts of the metrics

in widely different policy formulations gives a better under-

standing on the robustness of metrics. The selected metrics

include GWP100,
3 GTP40, GTP100 and dynamic GTP with 2100 as

the target year. This spectrum of metrics is yet too narrow. To

obtain more general results, the timeframes of metrics could

be varied. Instead of this, generality is pursued by calculating

the cost increase with any arbitrary metric value for CH4.

3.1. Physical metrics in cost-efficient scenarios

The model and the problem settings are the same as in the GCP

calculations of Section 2.2. A cost-optimizing model using

marginal abatement curves for CO2, CH4 and N2O is used to

calculate cost-efficient scenarios with three targets: deter-

ministic 2 8C scenarios with and without a rate-of-change

constraint; and a stochastic 2 8C scenario with risk hedging

against the uncertainty of climate sensitivity.

In addition to the cost-efficient solutions to each problem

setting, sub-optimal solutions with predetermined physical
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Fig. 3 – A comparison of different climate metrics for CH4.

3 Note that the GWP100 metric value is based on Forster et al.
(2007), and not on the climate module used in the cost-minimiza-
tion model. The climate module is based on linearized versions of
the radiative forcing formulas used in Forster et al. (2007), and a
different model for the atmospheric lifetime of CO2 (for details, see
Loulou and Labriet, 2008). The 100-year GWP of CH4, after account-
ing for indirect effects similarly to IPCC (2007), calculated with the
used climate module is 23, i.e. slightly lower than the value given
by Forster et al. (2007).
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The curves of Fig. 5 also imply that an increase in the price

ratio from the optimal level has a smaller impact on the

reduction costs than an equal decrease in the ratio. An

analytical treatment for this phenomenon is provided below,

but the overall reason is that with steeply rising marginal

costs, a price increase affects the reduction levels less than a

decrease in price, and thus the emissions deviate less from the

optimum. By same feature the relative cost increase in the

stochastic case exceeds the cost increase in the deterministic

cases, as the predetermined price ratio is notably too low in

some stochastic realizations.

3.3. An analytical investigation on predetermined price
ratios

For an analytical examination, let us consider two gases with

cost curves C1(r1) and C2(r2) dependent on the reduction levels

r1 and r2. The cost curves have properties C0
iðriÞ > 0, C00

i ðriÞ > 0

and C000
i ðriÞ > 0, i.e. that the marginal costs C0

iðriÞ are a convex

function of ri. Under optimal reductions r�1 and r�2 the marginal

rate of substitution (MRS) – i.e. the rate at which the gases may

be substituted for each other to generate the same climatic

response with regard to the cost-minimization problem – is

the optimal price ratio between the gases, MRS =

C0
1ðr�1Þ=C0

2ðr�2Þ � p�1= p�2.

If the price4 of gas 1 is now artificially raised from the

optimum p�1 by dp, emission reductions change by the amount

dr. To keep the climatic impact unchanged, this is accompa-

nied by a change of MRS � dr in the reduction of gas 2, assuming

that dr is sufficiently small so that the substitution rate MRS

remains essentially unchanged. The total costs, written as a

function of the price change dp, are now

Cðd pÞ ¼ C1ðr�1 þ drÞ þ C2ðr�2 � MRS drÞ (2)

Now, if the price is instead lowered by dp, the change in the

reduction of gas 1 is dr2. Because the marginal cost C0
1ðr1Þ is

assumed to be a convex function, the reduction level as a

function of price is a concave function, and it follows that

dr2 > dr. The difference in costs between these two cases – that

we either increase or decrease the price of gas 1 by dp – is given

by C(dp) � C(� dp). We can analyse this by a second-order

Taylor polynomial

Cðd pÞ � Cð�d pÞ � C0
1dr þ C00

1

2
dr2 � MRS C0

2dr þ MRS2
C00
2

2
dr2

� C0
1dr2 �

C00
1

2
dr22 � MRS C0

2dr2 � MRS2
C00
2

2
dr22 (3)

Using the definition of MRS the first order elements cancel,

and we find that

Cðd pÞ � Cð�d pÞ � 1
2
½ðC00

1 þ MRS2 C00
2Þðdr2 � dr22Þ� < 0 (4)

because all the derivatives are positive and dr2 > dr. Hence,

with very general assumptions on the forms of the cost curves,

an increase in price of a gas from the optimal level increases

the costs less than an equal decrease in its price.

4. Discussion and conclusions

In order to properly incorporate economics into a metric – and

also to evaluate the economic impact from using a metric – the

economic problem would have to be unambiguous and

encompass everything we ultimately want to achieve. There

is yet major disagreement on which approach and e.g.

discount rate should be used when dealing with the climate

change problem, and this disagreement seems insolvable for

an indefinite amount of time. It is thus not possible to single

out any economic method as ‘‘the right’’ way to determine the

metrics. This is problematic, because the GDP and GCP

approaches and their different parameterizations yield very

diverse values and temporal profiles for the metrics.

This paper takes the approach of attaining the 2 8C target

cost efficiently. However, in order to portray ambiguity in

current policy formulation, the paper interprets the 2 8C target

in three different ways. In calculating the cost impact from

using selected physical metrics, the paper presents also

sensitivity analyses with regard to discount rate choice.

If one climate target and discount rate can be singled out, it

is possible to optimize the metric for that setting. In this case,

even if the economically optimal metric could not be used or

agreed on, an appropriately selected physical metrics can

work as close approximations for the optimal metric. Based on

the results presented in Fig. 4, dynamic GTP would be close to

the cost-optimum under the deterministic 2 8C target with all

assessed discount rates. The performance of dynamic GTP is,

however, not as good if hedging against uncertainty in climate

sensitivity is considered, and far from optimal if a rate-of-

change target is considered. In the deterministic and hedging

cases, the use of GWP100 and GTP40 involve costs that are very

close to, and in the rate-of-change case considerably lower

than those involved by the use of dynamic GTP.

If, however, a single target cannot be selected, it might be

beneficial – in the sense of global mitigation costs – to select a

robust metric that performs well with all possible, relevant

climate targets. In the scope of this paper this seems possible.

Although the optimal metrics differed notably between the

three formulations of the 2 8C target, Fig. 5 exhibited a region of

constant metric values for CH4 where the mitigation costs are

close to the optima of each target. In particular, constant

metric values of CH4 between 25 and 35 result in cost increases

that are below 5% of the cost-efficient case with all three

climatic targets. Of the considered physical metrics, GWP100 is

at the low end of this range, and the timeframe of a GTP metric

needs to be shorter than 40 years to fall into this range. What

Fig. 5 also implied, is that is seems safer from the global costs

point of view to overestimate rather than underestimate the

metric value of CH4. Whether this is a generic result – as the

analytic investigation also suggested – or e.g. a feature of the

model used in this paper, should be investigated further.

There are some caveats – as usual – that should be borne in

mind when interpreting these results. The scenario model is

based on MAC curves for CO4, CH4 and N2O estimated from

large-scale IAM results, and assumes that the emissions of

these gases can be reduced independently from each other,

and also from any other climatically important activity, such

as aerosol emissions. The interactions between different

4 Regarding the prices, we might assign gas 2 as a numeraire,
fixing its price to 1. Now, interpreting the gases 1 and 2 corre-
spondingly as CH4 and CO2, the price p1 actually is the price ratio
between CH4 and CO2, just as in Fig. 5.
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metrics are calculated, and the additional mitigation costs are

then compared to the cost-efficient case. With the predeter-

mined metrics, the model is free to choose the reductions for a

basket of gases, with the relative prices – and hence the

reduced amounts – of different gases being set down by the

metric. In the cost-efficient case, the model may choose the

reductions of the three gases individually. The analysed

physical metrics – GWP100, GTP40, GTP100 and dynamic GTP –

are defined as presented in Fig. 3. It is important to note that

the target year for the dynamic GTP metric is set at 2100, which

is the year when global mean temperature increase attains the

2 8C limit. Should the constraint become binding earlier or

later in some given scenario setting, the target year should be

adjusted accordingly.

Fig. 4 presents the mitigation costs relative to the cost-

efficient case, in which no predetermined metrics are set, of

each problem setting. Of the three metrics, dynamic GTP is the

most cost-efficient in both deterministic and stochastic 2 8C

scenarios. The near-optimality of the dynamic GTP in the

deterministic case is understandable given its proximity with

the GCP metric with 5% discounting in Fig. 3. GWP100 incurs

only slightly higher costs than dynamic GTP in these two

cases, but is the most cost-efficient if also a rate-of-change

limit is considered. Very similar impacts result with GTP40,

which is obvious given its proximity with the GWP100 metric.

GTP100 involves by far the highest costs in all settings. Results

with a pattern similar to the deterministic 2 8C case for

GWP100, GTP100 and dynamic GTP, though by using radiative

forcing targets, have also been presented by Reisinger et al.

(2012). The cost increase for GWP100 in the deterministic 2 8C

case is also similar to those reported by O’Neill (2003), Aaheim

et al. (2006) and Johansson et al. (2006).

With the rate-of-change limit, GTP100 and dynamic GTP

value CH4 too low during the first half of the century, when the

rate constraint bites the hardest and discounting has a smaller

effect on the present value of costs. GTP100 is particularly

inefficient in the rate-constrained and stochastic problems.

Both settings require the fast temperature response of CH4

reductions for effective mitigation, but GTP100 values CH4

reductions far less than what the cost-efficient pricing implies.

3.2. Using arbitrary metrics for CH4

The above results are still limited in perspective. The analysis

covered only four metrics, and only two time horizons were

considered. Including more timeframes for both metrics

would be possible, but it is also possible to abstract from

the physical reasoning behind the metrics and consider them

merely as some agreed price ratios between gases, that are

here assumed to remain constant over time. This approach

gives a more general view on how the three cost-efficiency

problems respond to changes in the metrics.

With only three greenhouse gases under consideration, the

metric value for CH4 is of most interest due to the similar

atmospheric decay rates of CO2 and N2O. Based on this, we

hold the metrics of N2O at its GWP100 value and vary the

metrics of CH4 freely on a broad range, and then calculate the

cost increase as in Section 3.1 for these arbitrary CH4 metrics.

The mitigation costs relative to the optimum are presented

for the three cost-efficiency problem formulations in Fig. 5.

With each setting, there is a region of the predetermined CH4

metric where all costs increase curves remain relatively flat,

and are only modestly above the cost-optimal solution. The

range is roughly between 20 and 40, but depends on the

setting. If CH4 valuation is close to zero, the costs rise sharply

as the low-cost CH4 reduction potential is disregarded,

particularly in the rate-constrained and stochastic settings.

This cost increases are consistent with past studies. O’Neill

(2003), Aaheim et al. (2006) and Johansson et al. (2006) all

reported the cost of using GWP100 to range from 2% to 4% with

deterministic climate targets of 550 ppm, 4.5 W/m2 and 2 8C,

respectively. This is very close to the 2 8C curve around CH4

metric of 21 in Fig. 5. The point with a zero CH4 metric on the

2 8C curve also corresponds well to van Vuuren et al. (2006),

who reported a cost difference of 30–40% between CO2-only

and multi-gas mitigation scenarios with a range of models

aiming at 4.5 W/m2 radiative forcing target.

Fig. 4 – Cost increase from a cost-efficient case to a case

with GWP100, Dynamic GTP, GTP40 and GTP100 as the

predetermined metric; under either a 2 8C warming limit,

2 8C and a rate-of-change limits, or a 2 8C limit with risk

hedging against uncertainty on climate sensitivity. The

blue columns represent the cost increase if a 5% discount

rate is used, and the error bars indicate the increase range

with 3% and 7% discount rates.
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uncertainty on climate sensitivity.
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The curves of Fig. 5 also imply that an increase in the price

ratio from the optimal level has a smaller impact on the

reduction costs than an equal decrease in the ratio. An

analytical treatment for this phenomenon is provided below,

but the overall reason is that with steeply rising marginal

costs, a price increase affects the reduction levels less than a

decrease in price, and thus the emissions deviate less from the

optimum. By same feature the relative cost increase in the

stochastic case exceeds the cost increase in the deterministic

cases, as the predetermined price ratio is notably too low in

some stochastic realizations.

3.3. An analytical investigation on predetermined price
ratios

For an analytical examination, let us consider two gases with

cost curves C1(r1) and C2(r2) dependent on the reduction levels

r1 and r2. The cost curves have properties C0
iðriÞ > 0, C00

i ðriÞ > 0

and C000
i ðriÞ > 0, i.e. that the marginal costs C0

iðriÞ are a convex

function of ri. Under optimal reductions r�1 and r�2 the marginal

rate of substitution (MRS) – i.e. the rate at which the gases may

be substituted for each other to generate the same climatic

response with regard to the cost-minimization problem – is

the optimal price ratio between the gases, MRS =

C0
1ðr�1Þ=C0

2ðr�2Þ � p�1= p�2.

If the price4 of gas 1 is now artificially raised from the

optimum p�1 by dp, emission reductions change by the amount

dr. To keep the climatic impact unchanged, this is accompa-

nied by a change of MRS � dr in the reduction of gas 2, assuming

that dr is sufficiently small so that the substitution rate MRS

remains essentially unchanged. The total costs, written as a

function of the price change dp, are now

Cðd pÞ ¼ C1ðr�1 þ drÞ þ C2ðr�2 � MRS drÞ (2)

Now, if the price is instead lowered by dp, the change in the

reduction of gas 1 is dr2. Because the marginal cost C0
1ðr1Þ is

assumed to be a convex function, the reduction level as a

function of price is a concave function, and it follows that

dr2 > dr. The difference in costs between these two cases – that

we either increase or decrease the price of gas 1 by dp – is given

by C(dp) � C(� dp). We can analyse this by a second-order

Taylor polynomial

Cðd pÞ � Cð�d pÞ � C0
1dr þ C00

1

2
dr2 � MRS C0

2dr þ MRS2
C00
2

2
dr2

� C0
1dr2 �

C00
1

2
dr22 � MRS C0

2dr2 � MRS2
C00
2

2
dr22 (3)

Using the definition of MRS the first order elements cancel,

and we find that

Cðd pÞ � Cð�d pÞ � 1
2
½ðC00

1 þ MRS2 C00
2Þðdr2 � dr22Þ� < 0 (4)

because all the derivatives are positive and dr2 > dr. Hence,

with very general assumptions on the forms of the cost curves,

an increase in price of a gas from the optimal level increases

the costs less than an equal decrease in its price.

4. Discussion and conclusions

In order to properly incorporate economics into a metric – and

also to evaluate the economic impact from using a metric – the

economic problem would have to be unambiguous and

encompass everything we ultimately want to achieve. There

is yet major disagreement on which approach and e.g.

discount rate should be used when dealing with the climate

change problem, and this disagreement seems insolvable for

an indefinite amount of time. It is thus not possible to single

out any economic method as ‘‘the right’’ way to determine the

metrics. This is problematic, because the GDP and GCP

approaches and their different parameterizations yield very

diverse values and temporal profiles for the metrics.

This paper takes the approach of attaining the 2 8C target

cost efficiently. However, in order to portray ambiguity in

current policy formulation, the paper interprets the 2 8C target

in three different ways. In calculating the cost impact from

using selected physical metrics, the paper presents also

sensitivity analyses with regard to discount rate choice.

If one climate target and discount rate can be singled out, it

is possible to optimize the metric for that setting. In this case,

even if the economically optimal metric could not be used or

agreed on, an appropriately selected physical metrics can

work as close approximations for the optimal metric. Based on

the results presented in Fig. 4, dynamic GTP would be close to

the cost-optimum under the deterministic 2 8C target with all

assessed discount rates. The performance of dynamic GTP is,

however, not as good if hedging against uncertainty in climate

sensitivity is considered, and far from optimal if a rate-of-

change target is considered. In the deterministic and hedging

cases, the use of GWP100 and GTP40 involve costs that are very

close to, and in the rate-of-change case considerably lower

than those involved by the use of dynamic GTP.

If, however, a single target cannot be selected, it might be

beneficial – in the sense of global mitigation costs – to select a

robust metric that performs well with all possible, relevant

climate targets. In the scope of this paper this seems possible.

Although the optimal metrics differed notably between the

three formulations of the 2 8C target, Fig. 5 exhibited a region of

constant metric values for CH4 where the mitigation costs are

close to the optima of each target. In particular, constant

metric values of CH4 between 25 and 35 result in cost increases

that are below 5% of the cost-efficient case with all three

climatic targets. Of the considered physical metrics, GWP100 is

at the low end of this range, and the timeframe of a GTP metric

needs to be shorter than 40 years to fall into this range. What

Fig. 5 also implied, is that is seems safer from the global costs

point of view to overestimate rather than underestimate the

metric value of CH4. Whether this is a generic result – as the

analytic investigation also suggested – or e.g. a feature of the

model used in this paper, should be investigated further.

There are some caveats – as usual – that should be borne in

mind when interpreting these results. The scenario model is

based on MAC curves for CO4, CH4 and N2O estimated from

large-scale IAM results, and assumes that the emissions of

these gases can be reduced independently from each other,

and also from any other climatically important activity, such

as aerosol emissions. The interactions between different

4 Regarding the prices, we might assign gas 2 as a numeraire,
fixing its price to 1. Now, interpreting the gases 1 and 2 corre-
spondingly as CH4 and CO2, the price p1 actually is the price ratio
between CH4 and CO2, just as in Fig. 5.
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emission sources in the economic system can, however, be

noteworthy. For example, reductions in CO2 can induce

reductions in the emissions of CH4 and SO2 (see respectively

Smith et al., 2013; Smith and Wigley, 2006, for further

analysis). These interactions are likely to affect particularly

the cases with a low predetermined price ratio between CH4

and CO2, and cases with a rate-of-change target, owing to the

large short-term forcing impact of CH4 and SO2. The MAC

curves themselves and assumed emission baselines are also a

source of uncertainty for the results. Assumptions for

mitigation potential – either hard limits or steeply rising

marginal costs – will affect especially the cases with a rate-of-

change target and the stochastic scenarios with high realized

values of climate sensitivity. Also whether emission reduction

measures with negative costs are included in the emission

baseline or the MAC curves can have an impact on the results.

Although these caveats seem unlikely to alter the main

findings of this paper, the accuracy of the results could be

improved by using a larger-scale IAM and a more detailed

climate model in subsequent research.

There are a number of conclusions for subsequent research

and discussion around the metrics issue. Ambiguity in policy

formulation prevents us from selecting an optimal metric. If

the metric is based on the economic optimization for one

problem formulation, it can be highly suboptimal from some

other perspective or formulation. Given that an optimal metric

might not exist, the choice of metric might not be free from

some level of arbitrariness. Instead of optimizing the metric, a

metric that performs well with different problem formulations

that hold relevance, could be described and agreed on. Such a

robust metric is likely to be more resilient to possible

adjustments in future policy objectives.
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Appendix A. Model description

The model used is a linear cost-optimization model with

predetermined baseline emissions and global marginal

abatement cost (MAC) curves estimated from past mitiga-

tion scenario literature (Calvin et al., 2009; Gurney et al.,

2009; Krey and Riahi, 2009; Loulou et al., 2009; van Vuuren

et al., 2010). The model covers emissions of CO2, CH4 and

N2O, and assumes that these emissions can be reduced

independently from each other, and with full temporal

flexibility.

The climate module is the same as in the TIMES Integrated

Assessment Model (TIAM), and uses a three-reservoir model

for CO2 concentration (atmosphere, surface ocean and deep

ocean), first-order decay for CH4 and N2O, and two-reservoir

model for temperature (mixed layer and deep ocean). The

climate module is documented in detail by Loulou and Labriet

(2008). The model uses 10 year time steps, and the calculated

scenarios extend to 2200 in order to avoid end-of-horizon

effects at the end of current century. The objective is to

minimize the present value of global mitigation costs,

discounted with a 5% rate, so that the temperature limit holds.

The stochastic scenarios assume uncertainty and gradual

learning for the climate sensitivity  parameter (Cs), and allow

sequential decision making in 10 year periods to accommo-

date the new information on Cs. The recurrent learning forms

a stochastic process, and in this problem formulation the

expected discounted costs are to be minimized. The initial

probability distribution is a discretized version of the

symmetric distribution of Knutti and Hegerl (2008). Starting

from 2030, either the highest or lowest possible value of Cs at

that moment of time is excluded from the distribution every

10 years, until the true value of Cs is known with certainty in

2080. This is consistent with the results from a Bayesian

learning model by Webster et al. (2008), and much more

gradual process than former mitigation scenarios with

uncertainty and learning on Cs (Syri et al., 2008; Johansson

et al., 2008; Webster et al., 2008). The information process

then forms a binomial lattice with 64 possible paths, and 7

possible end-states. As emission reductions are optimized

sequentially, the emission levels and marginal costs of

emissions form also 64 possible paths. The realization of

an optimal CH4 metric in each realization is depicted with

grey lines in Fig. 2.

Appendix B. Supplementary data

Supplementary data associated with this article can be

found, in the online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/

j.envsci.2013.03.006.
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